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MIAMI’S UNSANITIZED SATIRE

The Brothel Law, which bans women from 
owning property and seeking shelter in 
Oxford, will soon be modified to give men 
equitable opportunites to sell their bodies.


For years, fraternities have been willing to 
do anything to get the law amended — 
anything.


“More money means more beer,” 
mansplained Ben Dover, Treasurer of 
Sugma Kok. “Women’s History Month [...] 
is the best time to focus on men’s issues.”

The Farmer School of Business (FSB) 
intends to start a new curriculum as part of 
its promise to valued business partners 
that non-profit public education will 
continue to profit private enterprise.


The Second-Year Integrated Core (SYIC), 
according to outsourced sources, “compels 
students to strive, improves oral and 
written comunication [sic] and culminates 
in a competitive client challenge: a 
gladiatorial free-for-all to the death.”


The SYIC offers no credit hours across its 
four courses — Foundations of Multi-Level 
Marketing, Intro to Financial Domination, 
Manager Stress Management, and 
Microsoft Paint — which are required for 
sophomores and fifth years to survive.


“Key skills like these are vital to student 
success in the rat race,” faculty touted.


SYIC courses stress whole-brain thinking, 
too, which asks business students to 
collaboratively screw in a light bulb.


The decidedly different spin on group work 
“breaks away from the misconception that 
business students are able to think 
[critically?] on their own.”


Overpriced salads and parking tickets 
account for the finances of the curriculum.


FSB’s inflated extramural funding will also 
go to extra pillars, stairs, and pizza parties; 
the Department of Art will not be receiving 
extra mural funding or pizza.

Hate & Dishonor is highly contagious. Expose your friends to it.

@hateanddishonor on instagram

OXFORD BROTHEL LAW 
UPDATED TO INCLUDE 
FRATERNITY BRO-THELS

NEW SECOND-YEAR 
INTEGRATED CORE FOR 
BUSINESS STUDENTS  City Council says the condom ordinance 

will not be reinstated on March 1.


Currently, the ordinance requires people to 
wear condoms while in any private part 
within the City of Oxford to limit the 
spread of diseases and legs.


According to the Butler County Coitus 
Dashboard, unprotected sex is a non-issue 
because the majority of people around here 
have a natural immunity to getting laid.


Two-factor authentication, also known as 
explicit consent, will be required 
indefinitely with no exceptions; the penalty 
for violations is death and a $100 fine.


The CDC meanwhile advises washing with 
soap and warm water as cases of pink eye 
spike among the unwashed masses.

OXFORD TO LIFT 
CONDOM MAndate  



WARNING: Littering Causes cancer, Heart Disease, and defenestration.

The Hefner Museum of Natural History is 
closed until further notice after someone 
snitched about our only stream of revenue.


Displays of animals endangering one 
another in blood sport has traditionally 
enriched the community; families would 
bring their kids to wager on the outcome.


“Cover fees preserve us,” the ring master 
confessed to a jury of their spectators. 
“Taxidermy doesn’t make itself.”

Hefner Museum Shut 
Down FOR ANIMAL 
FIGHT CLUB, GAMBLING  

A group of students are petitioning to ban 
group projects after one student organized 
the whole thing.


“So, um, this is our petition,” the group 
presented without practicing. “We were 
more than happy to put our names on it.”


As of five minutes before the petition is 
due, it has gained 513 signatures; one 
student, whose help is irrelevant at this 
point, has yet to respond to the group chat.


The student who did all the work was 
unable to meet with our staff for an 
interview because of conflicting schedules.

STUDENTS  PETITION TO 
BAN GROUP PROJECTS 

NEW ECHO CHAMBER 
BUILT IN ARMSTRONG   
ARMSTRONG — People are lining up at 
the student center to use the newly 
constructed “anti-auditorium,” a space for 
students to take a break from critical 
thinking and voice opinions offline.


“This is a great addition to campus,” 
everyone in line unanimously agreed. 
“You’d have to be a [expletive] [expletive] 
to disagree.”


Projects rumored to have been postponed 
due to this expensive but absolutely 
necessary facility include more parking, 
more mental health services, and another 
recreational center with ample equipment.

Out-of-state students may be surprised 
midday by warm weather and freezing rain. 
Ohioans, expect the same shit as always. 
Carry sunglasses, mittens, pepper spray, 
and an umbrella throughout the week.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is craving hate mail.


Don’t be shy: hateanddishonor@gmail.com.

ABOUT LAST NIGHT...

The miami patriot 
WRONGLY accused of 
m icro -aggress ionS

The Miami Patriot, a not-as-popular 
satirical publication, has denounced 
allegations of micro-aggressions, low 
readership, and an inability to take a joke.


“Statistically, our aggressions are average,” 
the editors reacted in a logically flawless, 
emotionally detached opinion piece. 


Unverified hearsay is nothing new in the 
ongoing war on freedom of press, but now 
it is harming conservative media instead.


“[Conservative] voices are becoming a 
minority on campus,” voiced the 
conservative media outlet.


(Historically, minorities have not been 
treated very well in the United States.)


The Miami Patriot has previously called 
out the information monopoly on campus 
that conspires to take away creative liberty, 
intellectual property, and unborn guns.


Hate & Dishonor similarly prides itself in 
publishing without solicitation, quoting 
peers out of context, and burning books.


